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EVER START TO FEEL THAT FACEBOOK IS
OVERRUN WITH “EXPERTS” WHO ALL SEEM TO BE
DOING EXTRAORDINARILY WELL AND SOMEHOW
FIND TIME TO BUILD MASSIVE AUDIENCES?
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Here’s the truth - those people are no smarter than you, they’ve just 
cracked the code on what it takes to be visible—positioning and a power mind-
set! 

My Name is Sanae Floyd and I’m a Business and Sales Breakthrough Coach for
Coaches here in the UK. I have spent over 15 years coaching sales professionals
to reach and exceed their income and sales goals. I work with women like you to
help you get crystal clear on who your ideal client is and why ‘her’ and we dive
deep to uncover your true niche. 
As you master your message, and your mind-set,  you'll sell easily without ever
feeling ‘salesy’. 

You probably receive a LOT of advice about what you “should” be doing in your
business, but the key to standing out is take a bit of those best practices and
blend it with YOUR unique gifts.

When you are specific about who your ideal client is it makes it so much easier
to reach her among the crowds on Facebook because you can create messaging
that is speaking directly to her. 

And maybe you would like a little piece of that action?
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People start to notice you.
They start to engage with you and your audience organically builds.
YOU become the confident leader and creator as you feed off the energy
of the group that forms around you.

Don’t be afraid of “losing out” on potential clients by choosing a
target group. 

If you send out generic blanket posts, your message gets diluted and
attracts no one. And then, you know what happens? Your confidence takes a
nose-dive!

When you’re specific in niche - what you do and who you serve – your
messaging is clear and compelling; you become a specialist which means
you don’t have to “know it all” – you become terrific in your area. People love
specialists as they have a higher expectation of results and are prepared to
pay premium prices for specialists. 

Furthermore, when someone begins working with you and seeing you as a
specialist they begin with a mind-set of success and results. They’re more
committed and more likely to achieve success and results which only
strengthens your positioning. It’s a win/win all around.

When you know how to drum up engagement on Facebook a few things
happen:

In order to position yourself as an expert you have to give value first. People
generally don’t pay for high ticket coaching packages without that all
important ‘know, like and trust’ factor so you have to leverage your expert
positioning and showcase your knowledge whilst providing a metric ton of
value for your ideal clients. 

Remember – Give First!

I'M GOING TO GIVE YOU MY TOP 5 FACEBOOK
EXPERT POSITIONING POSTS.
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POST 1: BENEFITS,
BARRIERS AND BLOCKS

This exercise is really helpful for
creating headlines to your 'value'
post.

List as many Benefits that your

coaching provides to your client

– get really detailed and list

EVERYTHING. 

List as many of the barriers that

she believes she has to

overcome BEFORE she can

reach the levels of success that

she wants in her life; her

business/ her relationships/ her

health (or whatever niche you’re

in). These barriers may also be

things that she ‘thinks’ she has

to do in order to get the results

she wants. (But of course, you

know better!)

List all those limiting beliefs

that are blocking her from

taking action – all those “yeah

buts…” that she has going

around and around in her mind.

1.

2.

3.

Then you pick from each list
and complete the following
sentence:

LET ME SHOW YOU
HOW TO ... BENEFIT ...
WITHOUT HAVING TO 
... BARRIER ... EVEN IF 
... BLOCK ...

Example

Let me show you how to sign up a
client without having to hard sell
even if you’ve never sold anything
before!



POST 2: PAIN. 
IMPACT. SOLUTION.
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Then paint the picture of how that
pain-point is impacting on your
ideal client’s life – i.e expand the
pain-point; what will it actually cost
them if they don’t make a change?

Get specific on a pain-point of
your ideal client. Name it. For my Clients, this may look

like:Pain-point - Fear of showing up
on Facebook.

Example

THEN OFFER A
NUGGET OF YOUR
SOLUTION.

Here are my 5 top tips for
overcoming your fears of
visibility…….

Solution

You’ll struggle to showcase your
talents, your clients won’t be able to
find you, you won’t be earning the
income you deserve.

Impact 
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Share snippets of your story and your
own personal breakthroughs. 

Your ideal clients want to know that you
understand where they are at; your story
posts will also attract your clients to you
because your posts will resonate with them.

I’ve had coaches message me privately
saying “I read your post…it was as though
you were reading my mind…” and they
became clients after we’d chatted for a bit.

One of the best ways to take YOUR story
and connect it to your ideal client is to pay
attention to what your target market talks
about and HOW they talk about it. 

You can extract language right from their
conversations to use in your marketing copy
if it relates to your story. 

POST 3: BEFORE AND
AFTER (HELL VS HEAVEN)
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Questions are a great way to generate a buzz, to illicit responses that you
can then engage with and to open the door for you to ask more questions,
get follow ups and are a great way to get leads. 

Then of course, you offer your solutions to each individual who gave a
response. Remember to ask a question that is your area of expertise.

What are your biggest fears when it comes to being visible on-line
What is your top strategy for increasing your visibility on-line
When you think about becoming more visible on-line–what do you feel
you need most?

If your area of expertise is visibility on-line – you can ask:

A) A Mindset shift? Or
B) Scheduling systems for posting? Or
C) Ideas around content?

POST 4:
POST A QUESTION

Post a question that you know is a pain-point for your ideal
client. 

Example

Is it:
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My branding stylist calls my videos my ultimate “brand hack”. 

They’re raw, unpolished and authentic soundbites of advice, hints and tips
and they allow my people to see me and hear me and really feel like they
know me.

Keep them short and focus on speaking directly to your ideal client – what
does she need to hear that would help her? 

Don’t worry so much about how you look as you do about what you say. 

Video is a great way to connect to your audience as they are able to look
directly into your eyes. The more authentic you are and the more value you
give in a video, the less you will have to sell! People will CHOOSE on their
own to work with you. 

POST 5:
POST VIDEOS

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6vwOB_0Qoy4
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You’ve got to program yourself to be comfortable leading an audience. The more
engagement you see, the higher your confidence will soar. It’s a ripple effect that can do
wonders for your self-worth AND your bottom line. 

Are YOU ready to put an end to the uphill struggle of trying to “sell” your coaching? Is it
time to master your sales mind-set and skyrocket your sales success? 

Remember, a powerful mind-set is half the battle. 

I know the fears and anxieties
that come with setting yourself up
as an independent coach and the
pressure of having to sell yourself
and your coaching programs. 

In my experience you can have
the best strategy in the world but
if your psychology just isn’t
aligned, you’ll always struggle. It
need never be this way again. 

It’s time to learn how to think like
a boss and earn like a boss!

Let me show you exactly how! 

Let’s talk.

THINK LIKE A BOSS, EARN LIKE A BOSS!

Sanae
Love and Gratitude,

BOOK YOUR COMPLIMENTARY SALES BREAKTHROUGH
CALL WITH ME AND LET’S GET STARTED!

https://sanaefloyd.com/contact-sanae/
https://sanaefloyd.com/contact-sanae/
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- Niko Ana Jeanne - EFT Practitioner, Narcissistic Abuse
Recovery Expert

““I can’t even begin to appropriately describe the
transformative power that Sanae’s coaching has had
on my life and business. When I started out with her,
I knew that I wanted clarity for my coaching practice
but what I did not realize was how much I needed it
for my own well-being.

HERE ARE JUST A FEW WORDS
FROM SANAE’S CLIENTS

After only 3 months of coaching with Sanae, I went from having no clients in
over a year, no engagement on social media and no inspiration to share
content… to paying clients, a thriving Facebook community, weekly emails,
blogs and social media posting, a brand new beautiful website AND a new
group and DIY coaching program to boot!

Now that’s not bad for a few weeks of work!!! 

I feel so clear about my message now that I wake up with excitement about
sharing! I feel fulfillment from knowing that I am helping so many people
transform their lives because I am un-afraid to be visible now. 

Thank you from the bottom of my heart Sanae”
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"In essence, Sanae to me is the fairy-godmother (a
young and fiery version) who has touched me with her
magic wand.
I came across one of Sanae’s articles at a time when I
had invested £000’s in coaching programmes and
courses all aimed at helping me build my coaching
business…but I still wasn’t getting any notable results
a.k.a paying clients...

- Meera Remani - Executive Leadership Coach

“I signed 2 clients and made my first 7000
EUROS in less than 4 weeks!!  
Working with Sanae I was able to get clear on who
I was, what I do and what results my clients get
when they work for me. My niche was no longer a
mystery. I was able to start looking at what
results my ideal clients wanted and also learned
how to clearly state that in my marketing. 

- Omozua Isiramen - Empowerment Coach

"Sanaes words reflected her combination of expertise, authenticity, and empathy
that resonated with me and after our discovery call, I knew she could help me get
unstuck.
I now have the clarity, the confidence, the mindset and the strategies that I need to
fill my client list. I am able to consistently create content that offers value and
attracts my ideal clients! This turn around took just 8 weeks and now I'm signing
clients at higher rates than ever before!

“The one big thing for me has been the amount of confidence I have gained
in myself and how I now understand the power of just being me in my
business as that is the best I can offer my clients. 

 If you lack direction and truly want to step out doing what you love with an
implementable plan then Sanae is my Number One go-to coach. “
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sales and service objectives for over 15 years.

In 2012 I embarked on a series of ugly breakdowns and enlightening breakthroughs,
starting with the breakdown of my marriage and to the realisation that life was more than
I was living! 

In 2014 I handed in my notice in my 9-5 and went to work on creating the coaching
business of my dreams; a business in which I help women to find their passion, express
their unique gifts in the world and starting earning the income they deserve and reveling
in the freedom of being their own boss!

It is my mission to help women liberate themselves from unfulfilling lives and step boldly
into their purpose. I do that by blending the power of mind mastery with solid sales
strategy and an inner confidence that opens the door to success, opportunity and
empowerment! 

ABOUT SANAE FLOYD

I’m Sanae. I live in Leeds, UK, with my beautiful
twins, Rebecca and Jacob. They are my world
and nothing gives me more joy than laying
around in a limb-tangle just chatting or
thrashing them in a game of UNO!

I love running, movies and cups of tea…like lots
and lots of tea!

The other thing I love? Helping brilliant women
create lives of freedom and prosperity! 

My background is Finance and Coaching in
Sales. I have been in a Corporate Sales
environment leading, coaching and mentoring
sales teams and sales professionals to achieve 
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Click here to schedule your complimentary
BREAKTHROUGH session. 

 
You and I will spend 45 minutes together getting you
clear on where you want your business to go and how

you can get there. 

Copyright ©2016 Sanae FloydAll rights reserved. This ebook or any portion
thereof may not be reproduced, redistributed or used in any manner

whatsoever other than its intended purpose for personal viewing without the
express written permission of the author. You may download and print this
report for your own personal reading. If you wish to share this report with

someone, please direct them to my website where they may sign up for their
own copy.

https://form.typeform.com/to/T1Cem5?typeform-source=breakthroughcoaching.typeform.com

